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Description

Technical field

[0001] The invention relates to an integrated circuit charge pump, and more particularly to a charge pump with a single
HVPMOS transistor as a main switch having coupled in parallel to its source and extended drain a bulk switch with fixed
bulk connection.

Background Art

[0002] Reference is made to A New Charge Pump Without Degradation in Threshold Voltage Due to Body Effect by
Jongshin Shin, In-Young Chung, Young June Park, and Hong Shick Min in the IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits, Vol.
35, No. 8, August 2000.
[0003] U.S. Patent Application 2005/0088220 (Hahn et al.) discloses a charge pump circuit which alleviates the body
effect of a charge transfer transistor, thereby improving the charge transfer efficiency of the charge transfer transistor.
This circuit, however, uses two transistors in series which has the above mentioned problems of a large on-resistance
and charge current losses.
[0004] U.S. Patent 7,276,960 (Peschke) presents voltage regulated charge pump with regulated charge current where
the amount of current depends on the output voltage error. Voltage overshoots are reduced through pulse skipping. The
charge pump circuit comprises a flying capacitor coupled to a CMOS driver on the lower plate and diodes on the upper
plate.
[0005] U.S. Patent 6,995,995 (Zeng et al.) teaches a DC/DC converter where charge pumps operate In two-phase
cycles including a charge phase and a pump phase and where the bulk terminal is tied to the source of the switching
transistor, Switches are segmented and segments contain a plurality of identical transistors coupled in parallel.
[0006] U.S. Patent 6, 977,533 (Kernhof et al.) describes a 32V H-Bridge Driver where a charge pump comprises a
non-overlapping two-phase clocking scheme where during the pre-charge phase a first capacitor is charged and where
during the following shuffle phase this charge is reloaded Into a second capacitor. The switches involved are high-voltage
N and P CMOS transistors.
[0007] U.S. Patent 6,400,211 (Yokomizo et al.) shows another DC/DC converter where a first set of two switches
charge a first capacitor during a first phase, and where a second set of switches charges a second capacitor during a
second phase, where the second phase is the inverse of the first phase. The input voltage to the DC/DC converter is
about 3.6 Volt, typical of a Lithium Ion battery.
[0008] U.S. Patent 6,831,499 (Oddone at al.) teaches a Negative Charge Pump which has a plurality of operating
phases and stages, each stage comprising of at least two n-channel MOS transistors with bulk regions and parasitic
bipolar transistors. The bulk regions are coupled during the operating phases to a potential such that the parasitic bipolar
transistors will not turn on.
[0009] EP1881589 discloses a charge pump circuit of the latch type comprising at least one first and a second charge
pump stage Interconnected in correspondance with an intermediate circuit node, in turn comprising first pump capacitors
and respective, second pump capacitors and respective, latch transistors inner circuit nodes, first and second enable
terminals receiving respective phase signals, the one complementary to the other.
[0010] FR2759507 discloses a voltage generator circuit of the type charge pump, wherein, for limiting the substrate
effect in the charge pump cells, the circuit is realized with a triple-well technique and the cell pass transistor is fitted with
well biasing means.
[0011] It should be noted that none of the above-cited examples of the related art provide the advantages of the below
described invention.

Summary of the invention

[0012] It is an object of at least one embodiment of the present invention to provide a method and a circuit to minimize
the On-reslstance of the main switch of the charge stage and the pump stage of the present invention.
[0013] It is another object of the present invention to eliminate dynamic currents flowing through the drain-to-substrate
and source-to-substrate of each main switch when it switches ON or OFF.
[0014] It is yet another object of the present invention to assure that no current flows through the bulk switches.
[0015] These and many other objects have been achieved by coupling a charge stage to a pump stage, where the
charge stage charges a first capacitor and where the pump stage charges a second capacitor. Where the charge stage
and the pump stage each comprises a HVPMOS transistor main switch on the high voltage side, and where all HVPMOS
and HVNMOS transistors have an extended drain.
[0016] These and other objects have been furthermore achieved by reducing the main switch from two transistors to
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one transistor, thereby reducing the chip real estate area and their On-resistance. The dynamic current flow is eliminated
by synchronously switching the bulk of the main switch to the higher voltage node (source or drain) of the HVPMOS
transistor to assure that the bulk voltage is larger than or equal to the source voltage and larger than or equal to the
drain voltage. This increased bias of the bulk of the main switches increases their threshold voltage (VT) and thus avoids
a current loss during the charge transfer.
[0017] Additionally, the bulk switches for the main switches are arranged in such a way that there is no current flow
In the bulk switches when they switch because of the body effect. This is achieved in the following manner:

A first bulk switch is created by coupling two minimum-sized HVPMOS transistors in series, their extended drains
coupled to each other, one source and bulk of these minimum-sized HVPMOS transistors coupled to the extended
drain of the main switch, and the other source and bulk coupled to the bulk of the main switch.
A second bulk switch is created by coupling two minimum-sized HVPMOS transistors in series, their extended drains
coupled to each other, one source and bulk of these minimum-sized HVPMOS transistors coupled to the bulk of the
main switch, and the other source and bulk coupled to the source of the main switch.

[0018] The gates of the first bulk switch are coupled to the gate of the main switch and receive a clock signal. The
gates of the second bulk switch are connected together and receive the NOT (inverse) of that clock signal.
[0019] The combination of a low On-resistance, no current flowing through the bulk switches, and no dynamic current
flowing through the drain-to-substrate and source-to-substrate creates a HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump
having an ideal charge transfer.
[0020] These and many other objects and advantages of the present invention will be readily apparent to one skilled
in the art to which the invention pertains from a perusal of the claims, the appended drawings, and the following detailed
description of the preferred embodiments.

Description of the drawings

[0021]

FIG. 1 a is a circuit diagram of a charge pump of a technique known to the inventor.
FIG. 1b is a detail of Fig. 1a showing the HVPMOS transistor and its parasitic bipolar transistor.
FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram of the bulk-switched charge pump of the preferred embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 shows the pre-charging phase of the charge pump of Fig. 2.
FIG. 4 shows the shuffle phase of the charge pump of Fig. 2.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the method of the present invention.

[0022] Use of the same reference number in different figures indicates similar or like elements.

Description of the preferred embodiments

[0023] Previously realized high voltage charge pumps are using two CMOS HVPMOS (High Voltage PMOS) transistors
in series as a switch where the bulk of each HVPMOS transistor is connected to its source to avoid turn-on of the parasitic
bipolar transistors of each HVPMOS transistor because of the body effect. However, the on-resistance of the switch is
large, given by its area W*L of HVPMOS transistors connected series. In addition, there are charge current losses due
to dynamic current flowing through the drain to the substrate when VB is less than Vp (VB<VD) when the transistor
switches on/off.
[0024] Referring now to Fig. 1a, we describe a charge pump 10 of a technique known to the inventor. HVPMOS
transistors 11 and 12 are coupled in series between input VDDL and node VSHH. HVPMOS transistors 13 and 14 are
coupled in series between node VSHH and output VDDH. HVNMOS (High Voltage NMOS) transistor 15 is coupled between
input VGND and node VSHL, and HVPMOS transistor 16 is coupled between node VSHL and output VDDB. Capacitor 17
(CFLY) is connected between nodes VSHH and VSHL. Capacitor 18 (CCP) is connected between outputs VDDH and VDDB.
The gates of transistors 11, 12, and 15 are coupled to a clock signal T1 (MCP_ST) and the gates of transistors 13, 14,
and 16 are coupled to a clock signal T2 (MCP_PT). Fig. 1b is a detail of Fig. 1 a showing the parasitic bipolar transistors
19a, 19b, and 19c connected to the drain, source and bulk terminal of HVPMOS transistors 11, 12, 13, and 14. The
collectors of transistors 19a and 19b are connected to the substrate of the chip. Current I is shown flowing through each
transistor 19a and 19b to the substrate.

VDDL is the linear regulated voltage of 11.7 V derived from VDDB = 12 V;
VGND is Ground;
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VSHH is the plus port of capacitor CFLY;
VSHL is the minus port of capacitor CFLY;
VDDH is VDDL + VDDB;
VDDB is the battery voltage.

[0025] Still referring to Fig. 1a, capacitor 17 (CFLY) provides the external shuffle capacity and capacitor 18 (CCP)
provides the external hold capacity. The non-overlapping two-phase clocking scheme driven by clock signals T1 and
T2 represents the charge-boosting and charge-hold time, respectively. The output voltage VDDH is charge pumped to
VDDL + VDDB. Based on the large chip area required by a technique known to the inventor and the charge current losses,
an improved charge pump having ideal charge transfer characteristics is needed. The present invention as described
below answers these needs.
[0026] The HVNMOS/HVPMOS (High Voltage NMOS/High Voltage PMOS) switched capacitor charge pump of the
preferred embodiment of the present invention and disclosed below is applicable to CMOS technologies with a high
voltage module and intended for supply high-side drivers of, for example, a motor H-bridge. Such a charge pump can
be integrated in the technology of:

TSMC (Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co.) 0.35um Flash-/CMOS process + high voltage module

1. Gox (Gate oxide) = 22nm (same as of Flash/5V-IO part),
2. N-Well/HVP-Well forms a drift zone (extended drain),
3. HVPMOS and HVNMOS with VGS = VBS < 5.5 V and VDS < 40 V,
4. no isolated HVNMOS.

[0027] Regarding the above mentioned extended drain structure, reference is made to U.S. Patent No. 7,236,002
(Salzmann et al.) assigned to the assignee of this application, for transistors with extended drain regions for CMOS FET
protection switches for both NMOS and PMOS implementations, which is incorporated herein in by reference.
[0028] The HVNMOS/HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump may be integrated in an ASIC (application-specific
integrated circuit). It may be used as a voltage supply for the high-side FET drivers of an H-bridge of a motor control
(not shown). The charge pump transfers the voltage VDDL (VDDL = 11.7 V) to VDDH = VDDL + VDDB, and supplies high-
side FET drivers.

VDDL is the linear regulated voltage of 11.7 V from VDDB = 12 V;
VDDB is the battery Voltage;
VSHH is the plus port of capacitor CFLY;
VSHL is the minus port of capacitor CFLY;
VGND is Ground.

[0029] The switched capacitor charge pump of the present invention has a single HVPMOS transistor as the main
switch and two minimum-size HVPMOS transistors In series as a bulk switch between the extended drain and bulk of
the HVPMOS transistor and another two minimum-size HVPMOS transistors In series as a bulk switch between the bulk
and the source of the HVPMOS transistor. The bulk of the HVPMOS transistor is switched synchronously to the higher
voltage node of the HVPMOS transistor to produce VB >= Vs and VB >= VD when It switches on/off. (i.e. the higher
voltage node Is the source of the HVPMOS transistor when switched on, the drain of the HVPMOS transistor when
switched off).
[0030] The area of the main switches (HVPMOS transistors) Is reduced significantly, thus minimizing the on-resistance
RDS.
By way of example the following typical values can be achieved:

When choosing VGS = 5 V
RDS (HVPMOS) about 40 ∑ with W = 4,000 um and Lmin = 2.7 um,
RDS (HVPMOS) about 20 ∑ with W = 2,000 um and Lmin = 2.4 um, the dimensions of each HVPMOS transistor are
typically W = 1000 um and L = 2.7 um,
the dimensions the HVNMOS transistor are typically W = 2000 um and L = 2.4 um, the dimensions of each minimum-
size HVPMOS transistor in the bulk switch are typically
W = 10 um and L = 2.7 um.

[0031] The area of the four main transistors and the 8 transistors in the bulk switch amounts to:
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which results in a total resistance of about 140 ∑. This compares favorably with an area of approximately 0.09 mm2 and
a total resistance of approximately 160 ∑ of a technique known to the inventor.
[0032] Because the bulk switches are coupled between the extended drain and source of the HVPMOS transistor no
current flows through the bulk switches (I = 0) of the switched capacitor charge pump due to the body effect. Furthermore,
no dynamic current flows through the drain-to-substrate or source-to-substrate of the main switch because VB >= VS
and VB >= VD when it switches on/off. Current peaks (Iswitch_peak) are only flowing through the bulk switches at the
moment that the bulk of the main transistor disconnects and connects from drain or source to source or drain ()VBS
or )VBD = VDS_SAT).
The peak switch current is defined as: Iswitch_peak = VDS_SAT (drop voltage of the main transistor) / [RDS_ON1 + RDS_ON2
(on resistances of the two bulk switches in series)] and ranges from about 7.5 uA to 15 uA (7.5x10-6 to 15x10-6 A). This
current goes to 0A when the )VBS or )VBD = 0 (bulk connected to drain or to source).
[0033] Current loss is therefore avoided when the charge is transferred from the charge stage to the pump stage. The
combination of a minimized on-resistance, no current flowing through the bulk switches, and no dynamic current flows
as detailed above creates a HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump having an ideal charge transfer.
[0034] Referring to Fig 2, we now describe the bulk-switched charge pump 20 of a preferred embodiment of the present
invention which comprises a charge stage coupled to a pump stage. Input IN1 (at potential VDDL - VGND) is coupled to
the extended drain of HVPMOS transistor 21 and the source of transistor 21 is coupled to node N1 (at potential VSHH -
VSHL). Input IN2 VGND (at potential ground) is coupled to the source and bulk of HVNMOS transistor 25 and the extended
drain of transistor 25 is coupled to node N2 (at potential VSHL). Coupled between nodes N1 and N2 is a capacitive means
27 (CFLY). Coupled to the extended drain and the bulk of HVPMOS transistor 21 is a minimum HVPMOS circuit 22a,
and coupled to the bulk and the source of HVPMOS transistor 21 is a minimum HVPMOS circuit 22b. Each minimum
HVPMOS circuit 22a and 22b comprises a minimum HVPMOS transistor 29a and 29b in series with each other. The
source and bulk of transistor 29a is coupled to the extended drain of transistor 21, the source and bulk of transistor 29b
is coupled to the bulk of transistor 21, and the extended drains of transistors 29a and 29b are coupled together. A signal
T1 representing the charging phase MCP_ST of the charge stage is coupled to the gates of transistors 21 and 25 and the
gates of transistors 29a and 29b of minimum HVPMOS circuit 22a. The gates of minimum HVPMOS circuit 22b are
coupled to the inverse (NOT) of signal T1. When signal T1 is active, the potential (VDDL - VGND) across inputs IN1 and
IN2 gets transferred to capacitive means 27 (CFLY) because transistors 21 and 25 are conducting; transistors 23 and
26 are OFF.
[0035] We next describe the pump stage of Fig. 2. The pump stage has the same structure as the charge stage with
the following differences: the extended drain of HVPMOS transistor 23 is coupled to node N1 and the source of transistor
23 is coupled to output OUT1 (at potential VDDH), the extended drain of HVPMOS transistor 26 is coupled to node N2
and the source and bulk of transistor 26 is coupled to the output OUT2 (at potential VDDB) Minimum HVPMOS circuits
24a and 24b are identical to circuits 22a and 22b, respectively, and so are their connections to transistor 23. A signal
T2 representing the charging phase MCP_PT of the pump stage is coupled to the gates of transistors 23 and 26 and the
gates of transistors 29a and 29b of minimum HVPMOS circuit 24a. The gates of minimum HVPMOS circuit 24b are
coupled to the inverse (NOT) of signal T2. When signal T2 is active, transistors 23 and 26 are conducting and the charge
of capacitor means 27 (CFLY) gets transferred to capacitive means 28 (CCP) thereby raising its potential, that is the
potential (VDDH-VDDB) between outputs OUT1 and OUT2. Transistors 21 and 25 are OFF during the charging phase of
the pump stage.
[0036] Referring to Fig. 3(a subset of Fig. 2), we now describe the bulk-switched charge pump in the pre-charging
phase when VSHH < VDDH. When signal T1 is active (MCP_ST), transistors 21, 25, and 29a and 29b of minimum HVPMOS
circuit 22a of the charge stage are ON. Also ON are transistors 29a and 29b of minimum HVPMOS circuit 24b of the
pump stage. The result is that current ICHARGE, as indicated by the arrow ICHARGE, charges capacitive means 27 (CFLY)
via HVPMOS transistor 21 and HVNMOS transistor 25 and that the bulk of transistor 21 is raised to the voltage potential
(VDDL - VGND) at input IN1. Because the inverse of signal T2 (NOT MCP_PT) is also active, the bulk of HVPMOS transistor
23 of the pump stage is raised to the voltage potential VDDH at output OUT2.
[0037] Referring to Fig. 4 (a subset of Fig. 2), we next describe the bulk-switched charge pump in the shuffle phase,
when VSHH >= VDDH. When signal T2 is active (MCP_PT), transistors 23, 26, and 29a and 29b of minimum HVPMOS
circuit 24a of the pump stage are ON. The result is that current ISHUFFLE, as indicated by the arrow ISHUFFLE, transfers
the charge of capacitive means 27 (CFLY) to capacitive means 28 (CCP) via HVPMOS transistors 23 and 26, thereby
raising the voltage potential of capacitive means 28 (CCP). Also ON are transistors 29b and 29a of minimum HVPMOS
circuit 22b of the charge stage raising at the same time the bulk of transistor 23 is to the, now higher, voltage potential
VSHH at node N1. Because the inverse of signal T1 (NOT MCP_ST) is active, the bulk of transistor 21 of the charge stage
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is also raised to the voltage potential at node N1.
[0038] Switching means may imply devices such as a transistor or a transistor circuit, either of these in discrete form
or in integrated circuits (IC), a relay, a mechanical switch. These devices are cited by way of illustration and not of
limitation, as applied to switching means. Capacitive means may imply internal or external capacitors or integrated or
discrete circuits which perform the function of a capacitor such as diode wired transistors and similar structures. These
devices are cited by way of illustration and not of limitation, as applied to switching means.
[0039] Referring again to Fig. 2, we describe in more detail a preferred embodiment of the present invention of the
HVNMOS/HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump (20), which comprises:

a charge stage for charging a first capacitive means (27) and a pump stage for charging a second capacitive means
(28), the pump stage coupled to the charge stage for transferring a charge of the first capacitive means (27) to the
second capacitive means (28), thereby raising the voltage potential of the second capacitive means (28) to above
the voltage potential of the first capacitive means (27),

where the charge stage comprises HVPMOS transistor (21) and HVNMOS transistor (25), the HVPMOS transistor
(21) of the charge stage coupling a first input of the charge stage to a first terminal of the first capacitive means (27),
the HVNMOS transistor (25) of the charge stage coupling a second input of the charge stage to a second terminal
of the first capacitive means (21), where gates of the HVPMOS and HVNMOS transistors of the charge stage when
clocked by a first signal T1 cause the first capacitive means (27) to be charged,

where the pump stage comprises a first and a second HVPMOS transistor, the first HVPMOS transistor (23) of the
pump stage coupling the first terminal of the first capacitive means (27) to a first terminal of the second capacitive
means (28), the second HVPMOS transistor (26) of the pump stage coupling the second terminal of the first capacitive
means (27) to a second terminal of the second capacitive means (28), where gates of the first and the second
HVPMOS transistor (26) of the pump stage when clocked by a second signal T2 cause_ the charge of the first
capacitive means (27) to be transferred to the second capacitive means (28), and;

a bulk switch circuit for synchronously switching the bulk of the HVPMOS transistors of the charge stage and the
pump stage to the higher voltage node of the HVPMOS transistors, where the higher voltage node is the Source of
the HVPMOS transistors when they are switched ON, or the Drain of the HVPMOS transistors when they are switched
off, the bulk switch circuit comprising a first and a second serially coupled minimum HVPMOS transistor, each
minimum HVPMOS transistor having a source, a drain, a gate, and a bulk terminal, where the drains of the first and
second minimum HVPMOS transistor are coupled together, where the gates of the first and second minimum
HVPMOS transistor are coupled together, and where the bulk terminal of each of the first and second minimum
HVPMOS transistor is coupled to its respective source.

[0040] The sources of a first bulk switch circuit (22a) are coupled to the drain and the bulk terminal, respectively, of
HVPMOS transistor (21) of the charge stage,
the sources of a second bulk switch circuit (22b) are coupled to the bulk terminal and the source, respectively, of HVPMOS
transistor (21) of the charge stage,
the sources of a third bulk switch circuit (24a) are coupled to the drain and the bulk terminal, respectively of the first
HVPMOS transistor (23) of the pump stage, and the sources of a fourth bulk switch circuit (24b) are coupled to the bulk
terminal and the source, respectively, of the first HVPMOS transistor (23) of the pump stage.
[0041] The drains of the HVPMOS transistors and of HVNMOS transistor (25) and the drains of the minimum HVPMOS
transistors are extended drain regions, as referenced in U.S. Patent Application 2005/0088220 (Hahn et al.) above.
[0042] The drain of HVPMOS transistor (21) of the charge stage is coupled to the first Input of the charge stage and
where the source of HVPMOS transistor (21) of the charge stage is coupled to the first terminal of the first capacitive
means (27).
The source and bulk terminal of HVNMOS transistor (25) of the charge stage Is coupled to the second Input of the charge
stage and the drain of HVPMOS transistor (25) of the charge stage is coupled to the second terminal of first capacitive
means (27).
The drain of the first HVPMOS- transistor (23) of the pump stage is coupled to the first terminal of the first capacitive
means (27) and the source of the first HVPMOS transistor (23) of the pump stage is coupled to the first terminal of the
second capacitive means (28) and a first output.
The drain of the second HVPMOS transistor (26) of the pump stage is coupled to the second terminal of the first capacitive
means (27) and the source and bulk terminal of the HVPMOS transistor (21) of the charge stage is coupled to the second
terminal of the second capacitive means (28) and a second output.
[0043] The gates of the second bulk switch are clocked by the inverse of the first signal T1 and the gates of the fourth
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bulk switch are clocked by the inverse of the second signal T2.
[0044] Simulation runs show given that:

Capacitance CFLY = 220 nF,
Capacitance CCP = 470 nF,
Load current ILOAD = 10 mA, and
Clock freqency f = 133 KHz,

the following results are achievable:

1 When VDDB = 12 V, output OUT1 will reach a voltage VDDH of about 23.5 Volt In about 1.3 ms.
1 When VDDB = 28 V, output OUT1 will reach a voltage VDDH of about 39.5 Volt in about 1.5 ms.
1 When VDDB = 5 V, output OUT1 will reach a voltage VDDH of about 10.5 Volt in about 1.5 ms.

Measured runs with the same parameters as above yield:

1 When VDDB = 12 V, output OUT1 will reach a voltage VDDH of about 23.2 Volt in about 1.3 ms.
1 When VDDB = 28 V, output OUT1 will reach a Voltage VDDH of about 39.2 Volt in about 1.5 ms.
1 When VDDB = 5 V, output OUT1 will reach a voltage VDDH of about 10.2 Volt in about 1.5 ms.

We now describe the method of the present invention of synchronously switching the bulk of a charge pump:

a) Block 1 provides a charge pump with a charge stage and a pump stage to charge capacitors;
b) Block 2 provides each of said stages with a main switch comprising a single HVPMOS transistor with an extended
drain;
c) Block 3 couples two bulk switches each comprising two minimum-sized HVPMOS transistors in series, across
the extended drain and source of each HVPMOS transistor;
d) Block 4 switches synchronously the bulk of the HVPMOS transistor to the higher voltage node of either the source
or the drain of the HVPMOS transistor depending on it being switched on or off, respectively,
e) Block 4-5 coupling sources of two of these minimum-size HVPMOS transistors are coupled, forming a junction;
f) Block 6 couples the junction of the sources to the bulk of the HVPMOS transistor;
g) Block 7 provides a first clocking signal to gate the main switch of the charge stage; and
h) Block 8 provides a second clocking signal to gate the main switch of the pump stage.

ADVANTAGES

[0045] Advantages of the present invention are:

1. reduced real estate area of the switched capacitor charge pump;
2. reduced on-resistance of the switched capacitor charge pump;
3. no current flow through the bulk switches of the switched capacitor charge pump;
4. no dynamic current flow through the drain-to-substrate of the switched capacitor charge pump;
5. no dynamic current flow through the source-to-substrate of the switched capacitor charge pump.

[0046] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to the preferred embodiments
thereof, It will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in form and details may be made without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump, comprising:

- a charge stage for charging a first capacitive means (CFLY) and a pump stage for charging a second capacitive
means (CCP), said pump stage coupled to said charge stage for transferring a charge of said first capacitive
means to said second capacitive means, thereby raising the voltage potential of said second capacitive means
to above the voltage potential of said first capacitive means, characterized in that
a HVPMOS transistor (21) of said charge stage is coupled between a first input (IN1) of said charge stage and
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a first terminal (N1) of said first capacitive means (CFLY, 27), and where a HVPMOS transistor (23) of said pump
stage is coupled between said first terminal of said first capacitive means and a first terminal (OUT1) of said
second capacitive means (CCP, 28);
- bulk switch circuits (22a, 22b, 24a, 24b) for synchronously switching the bulk of said HVPMOS transistors of
said charge stage and said pump stage to the higher voltage node of said HVPMOS transistors, where said
higher voltage node is a source of said HVPMOS transistors when switched on, or a drain of said HVPMOS
transistors when switched off, said bulk switch circuit comprising two serially coupled minimum HVPMOS tran-
sistors (29a; 29b), each said minimum HVPMOS transistor having their drains coupled together, and where a
bulk terminal of each of said minimum HVPMOS transistors is coupled to its respective source,

where said minimum HVPMOS transistors are smaller sized transistors than said HVPMOS transistors of said charge
and pump stage,
where a first of said bulk switch circuits (22a) is coupled in parallel to a drain and a bulk terminal of said HVPMOS
transistor of said charge stage,
where a second of said bulk switch circuits (22b) is coupled in parallel to said bulk terminal and a source of said
HVPMOS transistor of said charge stage,
where a third of said bulk switch circuits (24a) is coupled in parallel to a drain and a bulk terminal of said HVPMOS
transistor (23) of said pump stage; and
where a fourth of said bulk switch circuits (24b) is coupled in parallel to said bulk terminal and a source of said
HVPMOS transistor (23) of said pump stage.

2. The HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump of claim 1, wherein drains of said HVPMOS transistors are extended
drain regions.

3. The HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump of claim 1, wherein a source and a bulk terminal of an HVNMOS
transistor (25) are coupled to a second input (IN2) of said charge stage and where an extended drain region of said
HVNMOS transistor is coupled to said second terminal (N2) of said first capacitive means (27).

4. The HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump of claim 1, wherein said drain of said HVPMOS transistor (23) of
said pump stage is coupled to said first terminal (N1) of said first capacitive means (27) and where said source of
said HVPMOS transistor of said pump stage is coupled to said first terminal of said second capacitive means (28)
and a first output (OUT1).

5. The HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump of claim 1, wherein an extended drain of a low-side HVPMOS
transistor (26) of said pump stage is coupled to said second terminal (N2) of said first capacitive means (27) and
where a source and a bulk terminal of said low-side HVPMOS transistor of said pump stage are coupled to said
second terminal of said second capacitive means (28) and a second output (OUT2).

6. The HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump of claim 1, wherein gates of said first bulk switch, said HVPMOS
(21), and said HVNMOS (25) transistor of said charge stage are clocked by a first signal T1.

7. The HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump of claim 6, wherein gates of said second bulk switch (22b) are
clocked by the inverse of said first signal T1 (not T1).

8. The HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump of claim 1, wherein gates of said third bulk switch (24a), said
HVPMOS (23), and said low-side HVPMOS transistor (26) of said pump stage are clocked by a second signal T2.

9. The HVPMOS switched capacitor charge pump of claim 8, wherein gates of said fourth bulk switch (24b) are clocked
by the inverse of said second signal T2 (not T2).

10. A method of synchronously switching the bulk of a charge pump, according to claim 1 comprising the steps of: a

a) switching synchronously the bulk of the HVPMOS transistor to the higher voltage node of the source of the
HVPMOS transistors when switched on or the drain when switched off,
b) providing a first clocking signal to gate the main switch of the charge stage; and
c) providing a second clocking signal to gate the main switch of the pump stage.
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Patentansprüche

1. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe, aufweisend:

- eine Ladestufe zum Laden eines ersten kapazitiven Mittels (CFLY) und eine Pumpstufe zum Laden eines
zweiten kapazitiven Mittels (CCP), wobei die Pumpstufe mit der Ladestufe gekoppelt ist, um eine Ladung des
ersten kapazitiven Mittels an das zweite kapazitive Mittel zu übertragen, wodurch das Spannungspotential des
zweiten kapazitiven Mittels auf oberhalb des Spannungspotential des ersten kapazitiven Mittels angehoben wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein HVPMOS-Transistor (21) der Ladestufe zwischen einem ersten Eingang (IN1) der Ladestufe und einem
ersten Anschluss (N1) des ersten kapazitiven Mittels (CFLY, 27) gekoppelt ist, und wobei ein HVPMOS-Transistor
(23) der Pumpstufe zwischen dem ersten Anschluss des ersten kapazitiven Mittels und einem ersten Anschluss
(OUT1) des zweiten kapazitiven Mittels (CCP, 28) gekoppelt ist;
- Bulk-Schalter-Schaltkreise (22a, 22b, 24a, 24b) zum synchronen Schalten der Masse der HVPMOS-Transis-
toran der Ladestufe und der Pumpstufe auf den höheren Spannungsknoten der HVPMOS-Transistoren, wobei
der höhere Spannungsknoten eingeschaltet eine Source der HVPMOS-Transistoren oder ausgeschaltet ein
Drain der HVPMOS-Transistoren ist, wobei der Bulk-Schalter-Schaltkreis zwei seriell gekoppelte Minimum-
HVPMOS-Transistoren (29a; 29b) aufweist, wobei von jedem der Minimum-HVPMOS-Transistoren die Drains
miteinander gekoppelt sind, und wobei ein Bulk-Anschluss jedes der Minimum-HVPMOS-Transistoren mit ihrer
entsprechenden Source gekoppelt ist,

wobei die Minimum-HVPMOS-Transistoren kleiner dimensionierte Transistoren als die HVPMOS-Transistoren der
Lade- und Pumpstufe sind,
wobei ein erster der Bulk-Schalter-Schaltkreise (22a) parallel zu einem Drain und einem Bulk-Anschluss des HV-
PMOS-Transistors der Ladestufe gekoppelt ist,
wobei ein zweiter der Bulk-Schalter-Schaltkreise (22b) parallel zum Bulk-Anschluss und einer Source des HVPMOS-
Transistors der Ladestufe gekoppelt ist,
wobei ein dritter der Bulk-Schalter-Schaltkreise (24a) parallel zu einem Drain und einem Bulk-Anschluss des HV-
PMOS-Transistors (23) der Pumpstufe gekoppelt ist; und
wobei ein vierter der Bulk-Schalter-Schaltkreise (24b) parallel zum Bulk-Anschluss und einer Source des HVPMOS-
Transistors (23) der Pumpstufe gekoppelt ist.

2. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Drains der HVPMOS-Transistoren er-
weiterte Drainbereiche sind.

3. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe nach Anspruch 1, wobei eine Source und ein Bulk-Anschluss eines
HVPMOS-Transistors (25) mit einem zweiten Eingang (IN2) der Ladestufe gekoppelt sind, und wobei ein erweiterter
Drainbereich des HVPMOS-Transistors mit dem zweiten Anschluss (N2) des ersten kapazitiven Mittels (27) gekop-
pelt ist.

4. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Drain des HVPMOS-Transistors (23)
der Ladestufe mit dem ersten Anschluss (N1) des ersten kapazitiven Mittels (27) gekoppelt ist, und wobei die Source
des HVPMOS-Transistors der Ladestufe mit dem ersten Anschluss des zweiten kapazitiven Mittels (28) und einem
ersten Ausgang (OUT1) gekoppelt ist.

5. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein erweiterter Drain eines unterseitigen
HVPMOS-Transistors (26) der Pumpstufe mit dem zweiten Anschluss (N2) des ersten kapazitiven Mittels (27)
gekoppelt ist, und wobei eine Source und ein Bulk-Anschluss des unterseitigen HVPMOS-Transistors der Pumpstufe
mit einem zweiten Anschluss des zweiten kapazitiven Mittels (28) und einem zweiten Ausgang (OUT2) gekoppelt ist.

6. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe nach Anspruch 1, wobei Gates des ersten Bulk-Schalters, der HV-
PMOS- (21) und der HVPMOS-Transistor (25) der Ladestufe durch ein erstes Signal T1 getaktet sind.

7. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe nach Anspruch 6, wobei Gates des zweiten Bulk-Schalters (22b)
durch das Inverse des ersten Signals T1 (nicht T1) getaktet sind.

8. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Gates des dritten Bulk-Schalters (24a),
des HVPMOS- (23) und des unterseitigen HVPMOS-Transistors (26) der Ladestufe durch ein zweites Signal T2
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getaktet sind.

9. HVPMOS-geschaltete Kondensatorladepumpe nach Anspruch 8, wobei Gates des vierten Bulk-Schalters (24b)
durch das Inverse des zweiten Signals T2 (nicht T2) getaktet sind.

10. Verfahren zum synchronen Schalten der Masse einer Ladepumpe gemäß Anspruch 1, aufweisend die Schritte:

a) synchrones Schalten der Masse des HVPMOS-Transistors auf den höheren Spannungsknoten der Source
des HVPMOS-Transistors, wenn eingeschaltet, oder des Drains, wenn ausgeschaltet,
b) Vorsehen eines ersten Taktsignals zum Ansteuern des Hauptschalters der Ladestufe; und
c) Vorsehen eines zweiten Taktsignals zum Ansteuern des Hauptschalters der Pumpstufe.

Revendications

1. Une pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS, comprenant :

- un étage de charge pour la charge de premiers moyens capacitifs (CFLY) et d’un étage de pompe pour la
charge de seconds moyens capacitifs (CCP), ledit étage de pompe étant couplée audit étage de charge pour
le transfert d’une charge desdits premiers moyens capacitifs vers lesdits seconds moyens capacitifs, élevant
ainsi le potentiel de tension desdits seconds moyens capacitifs au-dessus du potentiel desdits premiers moyens
capacitifs,
caractérisée en ce que
un transistor HVPMOS (21) dudit étage de charge est couplée entre une première entrée (IN1) dudit étage de
charge et une et une première électrode (N1) desdits premier moyens capacitifs (CFLY, 27), et dans laquelle
un transistor HVPMOS (23) dudit étage de pompe est couplé entre ladite première électrode desdits premiers
moyens capacitif et une première électrode (OUT1) desdits seconds moyens capacitifs (CCP, 28) ;
- des circuits de commutation massifs (22a, 22b, 24a, 24b) pour commuter de manière synchrone la partie
desdits transistors HVPMOS dudit étage de charge et dudit étage de pompe ver le noeud de potentiel plus
élevé desdits transistors HVPMOS, dans lequel ledit noeud de potentiel plus élevé est une source desdits
transistors HVPMOS lorsque commutés on, ou un drain desdits transistors HVPMOS lorsque commutés off,
ledit circuit de commutation massif comprenant deux transistors HVPMOS minimum (29a, 29b) couplés en
série, les transistors HVPMOS minimum ayant leurs drains couplés ensemble, et dans lequel une électrode de
volume de chacun desdits transistors HVPMOS minimum se trouve couplé à sa source respective,

dans laquelle lesdits transistors HVPMOS minimum sont des transistors de taille plus réduites que lesdits transistors
HVPMOS desdits étages de charge et de pompe, dans laquelle un premier circuit parmi lesdits circuits de commu-
tations massifs (22a) est couplé en parallèle à un drain et à une électrode de volume dudit transistor HVPMOS dudit
étage de charge,
dans laquelle un second circuit parmi lesdits circuits de commutations massifs (22b) est couplé en parallèle à ladite
électrode de volume et à une source dudit transistor HVPMOS dudit étage de charge,
dans laquelle un troisième circuit parmi lesdits circuits de commutation massifs (24a) est couplé en parallèle à un
drain et à une électrode de volume dudit transistor HVPMOS (23) dudit étage de pompe ; et
dans laquelle un quatrième circuit parmi lesdits circuits de commutation massifs (24b) est couplé en parallèle à
ladite électrode de volume et à une source dudit transistor HVPMOS (23) dudit étage de pompe.

2. La pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS de la revendication 1, dans laquelle les drains desdits
transistors HVPMOS sont des régions de drain étendues.

3. La pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS de la revendication 1, dans laquelle une source et une
électrode de volume d’un transistor HVNMOS (25) sont couplées à une seconde entrée (IN2) dudit étage de charge
et dans laquelle une région de drain étendue dudit transistor HVNMOS est couplée à ladite seconde électrode (N2)
desdits premiers moyens capacitifs (27).

4. La pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS de la revendication 1, dans laquelle ledit drain dudit
transistor HVPMOS (23) dudit étage de pompe est couplé à ladite première électrode (N1) desdits premiers moyens
capacitifs (27) et dans laquelle ladite source dudit transistor HVPMOS dudit étage de pompe est couplée à ladite
première électrode desdits seconds moyens capacitifs (28) et à une première sortie (OUT1).
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5. La pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS de la revendication 1, dans laquelle un drain étendu
d’un transistor HVPMOS (26) de bas côté dudit étage de pompe est couplé à ladite seconde électrode (N2) desdits
premier moyens capacitifs (27) et dans laquelle une source et une électrode de volume dudit transistor HVPMOS
de bas côté dudit étage de pompe sont couplés à ladite seconde électrode desdits seconds moyens capacitifs (28)
et à une seconde sortie (OUT2).

6. La pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS de la revendication 1, dans laquelle les grilles desdits
premier commutateur massif, desdits HVPMOS (21), et dudit transistor (25) HVNMOS dudit étage de charge sont
rythmés par un premier signal T1.

7. La pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS de la revendication 6, dans laquelle les grilles dudit
second commutateur massif (22b) sont rythmées par l’inverse dudit premier signal T1 (non T1).

8. La pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS de la revendication 1, dans laquelle les grilles dudit
troisième commutateur massif (24a), dudit HVPMOS (23), et dudit transistor HVPMOS (26) de bas côté dudit étage
de pompe sont rythmées par un second signal T2.

9. La pompe de charge de condensateur commuté HVPMOS de la revendication 8, dans laquelle les grilles dudit
quatrième commutateur massif (24b) sont rythmées par l’inverse dudit second signal T2 (non T2).

10. Un procédé de commutation synchrone du volume d’une pompe de charge, selon la revendication 1 comprenant
les étapes :

a) la commutation synchrone du volume du transistor HVPMOS vers le noeud de potentiel plus élevé de la
source des transistors HVPMOS lorsque allumé (on) ou vers le drain lorsque éteint (off),
b) la fourniture d’un premier signal d’horloge à une grain d’un commutateur principal de l’étage de charge ; et
c) la fourniture d’un second signal d’horloge à la grain du commutateur principal de l’étage de pompe.
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